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Systematic comparison and numerical benchmarking have been successfully carried out among three

different approaches of neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV) theory and the corresponding codes:

IPEC-PENT is developed based on the combined NTV theory but without geometric simplifications

[Park et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 065002 (2009)]; MARS-Q includes smoothly connected NTV

formula [Shaing et al., Nucl. Fusion 50, 025022 (2010)] based on Shaing’s analytic formulation in

various collisionality regimes; MARS-K, originally computing the drift kinetic energy, is upgraded to

compute the NTV torque based on the equivalence between drift kinetic energy and NTV torque

[J.-K. Park, Phys. Plasma 18, 110702 (2011)]. The derivation and numerical results both indicate that

the imaginary part of drift kinetic energy computed by MARS-K is equivalent to the NTV torque in

IPEC-PENT. In the benchmark of precession resonance between MARS-Q and MARS-K/IPEC-

PENT, the agreement and correlation between the connected NTV formula and the combined

NTV theory in different collisionality regimes are shown for the first time. Additionally, both IPEC-

PENT and MARS-K indicate the importance of the bounce harmonic resonance which can greatly

enhance the NTV torque when E� B drift frequency reaches the bounce resonance condition.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4869251]

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the toroidal asymmetry produced by

non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations in tokamaks can

cause a substantial damping of toroidal flow through the neo-

classical toroidal viscosity (NTV) torque. Therefore, the

NTV torque can provide a promising way to externally opti-

mize plasma rotation and rotation shear, thereby improving

plasma instabilities and performance, as has been highlighted

by recent experiments.1–5 In order to increase the predictabil-

ity for NTV and the controllability for plasma rotation in

tokamaks, it is important to understand the different

approaches of NTV theory with proper cross-benchmark.

To study the NTV physics, various semi-analytic meth-

ods have been developed in recent years. In general, the

methods find the NTV torque by solving the bounce aver-

aged drift kinetic equation with approximations which

depend on the approaches. There are mainly three different

approaches with corresponding codes established. In the first

approach, following the combined NTV theory6 but without

the geometric simplification, the IPEC-PENT code7 is devel-

oped to perform the NTV computation with an effective

Krook collisional operator, where the torque caused by the

resonance with the precession motion (l¼ 0) and the particle

bounce motion (l 6¼ 0) of trapped particles are considered.

Here, l denotes the Fourier harmonic number of bounce

motion. The effects due to different particle motions are

combined by a generalized equation. The second approach,

extensively developed by Shaing,8 focuses on the precession

motion of trapped particles. A simple connection formula is

used to smoothly connect the formulations in different colli-

sionality regimes—the so called smoothly connected NTV

formula. The analytic formulation with an appropriate sim-

plification of toroidal geometry has been derived by consid-

ering the separation of collisionality regimes. Particularly, in

this approach, the full pitch angle scattering collisional oper-

ator is included, which can be more accurate and important

in the low collisionality regime. This semi-analytic approach

has been implemented in MARS-Q.9,10 The third approach is

based on the equivalence between the drift kinetic energy

and the NTV torque due to trapped particles as shown in

Ref. 11. Similar to the NTV torque caused by magnetic per-

turbations, the drift kinetic theory in the study of the ideal

MHD stability of modes, such as the resistive wall mode

(RWM),12–19 takes into account the mode-particle interac-

tion derived from the perturbed drift kinetic equation. The

MARS-K code,20 which has been applied to the RWM stud-

ies, is upgraded to compute the NTV torque following this

approach. The NTV torque due to precession and bounce

resonances of trapped particles are included in the code.

In the present work, a systematic verification of these

three different semi-analytic NTV approaches, as well as a

numerical benchmarking among IPEC-PENT and MARS-

K/Q, is carried out. This paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the model of ideal perturbed equilibrium

and the neoclassical toroidal viscosity models in IPEC-

PENT and MARS-K/Q. The equivalence between the com-

bined NTV torque and drift kinetic energy in MARS-K is

demonstrated. Section III reports the benchmark results of

perturbed equilibrium, as well as the NTV torques computed

by IPEC-PENT, MARS-K/Q with respect to the three differ-

ent approaches. The NTV torques due to the precession reso-

nance (l¼ 0) and bounce resonance (l 6¼ 0) of trapped ions

are investigated. Section IV summarizes the work.
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II. MODELS AND FORMULATIONS

A. Ideal perturbed equilibrium model

The IPEC-PENT code solves the ideal perturbed equi-

librium (1) based on the perturbed force balance21 in toroidal

system. The force balance equation is linearized in the pres-

ence of the external perturbed field

~j � ~B þ ~J � ~b �rp ¼ 0; (1a)

p ¼ �~n � rP� CPr �~n; (1b)

~b ¼ r� ð~n � ~BÞ; (1c)

~j ¼ r� ~b: (1d)

The perturbed quantities ~n; ~b; ~j, and p denote the

plasma displacement, magnetic field, current, and pressure,

respectively. ~B; ~J , P, and q represent the equilibrium varia-

bles of magnetic field, current, fluid pressure, and plasma

density on the unperturbed flux surface. C ¼ 5=3 is the ratio

of specific heats.

Since the perturbed equilibrium is a linear problem and

unperturbed equilibria are axisymmetric in tokamaks, the to-

roidal harmonic numbers n are decoupled and can be treated

separately. Therefore, only a single toroidal mode number n
needs to be considered at one time. The external perturbation

is assumed to have an expðin/Þ dependence along the toro-

dial angle / in both IPEC-PENT and MARS-K/Q.

MARS-K and MARS-Q are the two versions of MARS

code with different modules dedicated to the computation of

drift kinetic energy and NTV torque, respectively, therefore,

the fluid part of MARS-K/Q solves the same linearized

MHD equations in the toroidal geometry

@

@t
þ inX

� �
~n ¼~v þ ð~n � rXÞR2r/; (2a)

q
@

@t
þ inX

� �
~v ¼ �rpþ~j � ~B þ ~J � ~b

� q½2X~Z �~v þ ð~v � rXÞR/̂�
� r � ðq~nÞX~Z � ~V0; (2b)

@

@t
þ inX

� �
~b ¼ r� ð~v � ~BÞ þ ð~b � rXÞR/̂ �r� ðg~jÞ;

(2c)

@

@t
þ inX

� �
p ¼ �~v � rP� CPr �~v; (2d)

~j ¼ r� ~b; (2e)

where ~v is the perturbed velocity of the plasma, R is the

plasma major radius, /̂ is the unit vector along the geomet-

ric toroidal angle / of the torus, and ~Z is the unit vector

in the vertical direction in the poloidal plane. ~V0 is the

plasma equilibrium flow ~V0 ¼ RX/̂, with X being the

angular frequency of the toroidal rotation. A conventional

unit system is assumed with the vacuum permeability

l0¼ 1. On the right hand side of Eq. (2b), the fourth and

fifth terms represent the Coriolis force and the centrifugal

force, respectively.

For the purpose of plasma response modeling to the

external perturbation in MARS-K/Q, the vacuum field equa-

tions outside the plasma, the thin resistive wall equation

(when applicable), and the coil equations22 are solved to-

gether with the MHD equations for the plasma in MARS-

K/Q.

It is noted that when @=@t! 0 and ignoring the plasma

flow, inertia, and resistivity, MARS-K/Q can physically

recover Eq. (1) to solve the perturbed equilibrium.

To compare the perturbed equilibrium computed by

IPEC-PENT and MARS-K/Q, the external magnetic pertur-

bation is generated by a source current ~jcoil flowing in the

coil located in the vacuum region satisfying

r� ~b ¼~jcoil; r �~jcoil ¼ 0:

B. NTV models

1. Combined NTV model in IPEC-PENT

IPEC-PENT computes the NTV torque derived from the

volume integral of the general relation

T/ ¼
ð

dx3 @~xL

@/
� r �P

$
� �

; (3)

where ~xL is the Lagrangian displacement, P
$
¼ p? I

$
þ

ðpk � p?Þ~b~b is the anisotropic perturbed pressure tensor,
~b ¼ ~B=B is the unit vector of the equilibrium magnetic field,

and B is the strength of the equilibrium field. The parallel

and perpendicular components of the kinetic pressure pk and

p? are defined by

pk ¼
X
a¼e;i

ð
dCMav

2
kf

1
L ; (4)

p? ¼
X
a¼e;i

ð
dC

1

2
Mav

2
?f 1

L : (5)

The summation in Eqs. (4) and (5) is over the electron

and ion components. The integral is carried out over the ve-

locity space of trapped particles, where

dC ¼ 2p
M2

a

X
r

dekdl
B

jvkj
: (6)

Here, Ma is the particle mass of ions or electrons, vk and v?
are the parallel and perpendicular velocity components of

the particle, and r¼ sign(vk). The perturbed particle distribu-

tion function f 1
L is derived by solving the bounce averaged

perturbed drift kinetic equation11 for each particle species.

The neoclassical toroidal torque in terms of the kinetic pres-

sure can be written as

T/ ¼ �
ð

dx3 pk � p?ð Þ
1

B

@dBL

@/
þ pk

@

@/
ðr �~nÞ

� �
; (7)
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where dBL ¼ QLk þ rB �~n? as the Lagrangian quantity is

the variation of the field strength measured on the perturbed

field lines, QLk ¼ ~b � r � ð~n? � ~BÞ is the magnetic perturba-

tion in parallel direction of the equilibrium magnetic field,

and~n? is the plasma displacement perpendicular to the equi-

librium field line. Following the derivation in Ref. 11, the

neoclassical toroidal torque of IPEC-PENT in the approxi-

mation of zero banana orbit width can be further written as

T/ ¼ �n2
X
a¼e;i

1

ZeM2
a

ð
dwpd/

ð
dekdl

X
l

RljdJlj2
@f0

@wp

; (8)

where f0 is the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function

of thermal particles. ek ¼ e� ZeU, where e is the particle’s

total energy, ek is the kinetic energy of the particle, U is the

equilibrium electrostatic potential, and Ze is the species

charge (positive for ions and negative for electrons). The

bounce-average action for the l-class of trapped particles is

dJl ¼ sb ð2ek � 3lBÞ dBL

B
þ 2ðek � lBÞr �~n?

� �
Pl

� �
; (9)

with an appropriate phase factor of trapped particles

Pl ¼ e�ilxbt.11 l is the number of bounce harmonics. The res-

onant operator of trapped particles is defined as

Rl ¼
xb�Dlê

�3=2
k

½lxb � nðxE þ xdÞ�2 þ �2
Dlê
�3
k

; (10)

where xd is the magnetic precession frequency of trapped

particles (ions or electrons) averaged over the bounce orbit,

and xb is the bounce frequency of trapped particles.

�Dl ¼ �a=ð2�Þ½1þ ðl=2Þ2�, with a¼ i,e defined in Refs. 6 and

11 is the effective ion and electron collision frequency,

�i ¼ �ii and �e � �ei; �ee. �ii; �ei, and �ee are ion-ion, elec-

tron-ion, and electron-electron collision frequencies respec-

tively in Ref. 23. � � r=R, where r is the minor radius. xE is

the E� B drift due to the equilibrium electrostatic potential.

êk ¼ ek=T is the particle kinetic energy normalized by the

temperature T. When l¼ 0, the precession motion of trapped

particles can resonate with plasma E� B flow, xd � xE, the

so-called precession resonance. As for l 6¼ 0, the bounce

resonance can occur when nxE is comparable with lxb.

2. The equivalence between kinetic energy in MARS-K
and NTV in IPEC-PENT

MARS-K computes the drift kinetic energy dWk through

the kinetic pressure, pk and p?. In MARS-K, f 1
L in Eqs. (4)

and (5) is derived by solving the perturbed drift kinetic equa-

tion following approaches by Porcelli.24 Though Porcelli’s

approach allows MARS-K to include the finite banana orbit

width effects, they are neglected here for benchmarking with

IPEC-PENT. Particularly, in the derivation of f 1
L in Ref. 24,

it is important to note that the second term in Eq. (22) from

Ref. 24 is responsible for the radial drift of trapped particle

banana orbits in a 3D field. This radial drift of banana orbits

eventually creates the equivalent radial current which gener-

ates the toroidal torque in NTV theory. The term is

equivalent to the third term of LHS in Eq. (1) from Ref. 6 in

combined NTV theory. f 1
L in MARS-K is written as

f 1
L ¼ �f 0

e eke�ixt�in/
X
m;l

XmHmlkle
in~/ðtÞþim< _v>tþilxbt; (11)

where f 0
e is the energy derivative of the thermal particle

equilibrium distribution function (Maxwellian). ~/ðtÞ ¼ /ðtÞ
�h _/it, where h�i denotes the average over the particle

bounce period. m corresponds to the Fourier harmonic num-

ber along poloidal angle. Xm and Hml, defined in Ref. 20, are

related to the perturbed particle Lagrangian HL

HL ¼
1

ek
½Mv2

k~j �~n? þ lð~QLk þ rB �~n?Þ�; (12)

where~j ¼ ð~b � rÞ~b is the magnetic curvature and l ¼ Mv2
?=

2B is the particle magnetic moment.

The factor kl represents the mode-particle resonance

operator

kl ¼
n½x�N þ ðêk � 3=2Þx�T þ xE� þ x

nxd � lxb þ nxE þ xþ i�Dlê
�3=2
k

; (13)

where x�N and x�T are the diamagnetic drift frequencies

associated with the plasma density and temperature gra-

dients, respectively.

With the anisotropic kinetic pressure tensor, the drift ki-

netic energy of trapped particles is obtained

dWk ¼
1

2

ð
dx3 p?

1

B
ð~QLk þ rB �~n?Þ þ pk~j �~n?

� �
: (14)

Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), and (11)–(13) into (14), the

drift kinetic energy contributed by the trapped particles in

MARS-K can be further written as

dWk ¼�
p
2

X
a¼e;i

1

M2
a

ð
dwpd/

ð
dekdl

X
l

@f0

@e
klsbjhekHLe�ilxbtilj

2:

(15)

Considering the perturbed equilibrium, x! 0, one gets

@f0

@wp

¼ Ze x�N þ êk � 3=2ð Þx�T þ xE½ � @f0

@e
: (16)

The relation of the resonant operators between kl in

MARS-K and Rl in IPEC-PENT is

Im klð Þ
@f0

@e
¼ � n

Zexb

@f0

@wp

Rl: (17)

Substituting Eqs. (12) and (17) into (15) with x¼ 0, the

equivalence between the imaginary part of dWk in MARS-K

and T/ by combining Eqs. (8)–(10) in IPEC-PENT can be

established

T/ ¼ �2nImðdWkÞ; (18)

which agrees with the conclusion in Ref. 11. It indicates that

MARS-K has the capability to perform the computation of
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neoclassical toroidal viscosity torque based on Eq. (18).

Note that the NTV torque computed by IPEC-PENT can also

be converted to dWk based on Ref. 11.

3. Connected NTV in MARS-Q

MARS-Q is a version of MARS that computes NTV

torque based on the connected NTV formula in Hamada

coordinate.9,10,25 In this model, the precession resonance

(l¼ 0) of trapped particles and a pitch angle scattering

collisional operator are taken into account but no bounce

resonance (l 6¼ 0) of trapped particles is included. The

form of the torque density used in MARS-Q can be writ-

ten as

TNTV ¼ �s�1
NTVhR2iwp

qix/; (19)

s�1
NTV ¼

R2
0

hR2i
wp

X
a¼i;e

ffiffi
�
p

q2x2
ti

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

p3=2

				 Zi

Za

				� k1; n 1� xnc;n

x/

� �
; (20)

kl;n ¼
1

2

ð1
0

IjnðêkÞðêk � 5=2Þl�1ê5=2
k e�êk dêk; (21)

where R0 is the plasma major radius at plasma center, qi is

the ion mass density, x/ ¼ ~V � r/ is the ion flow in toroidal

direction, < �>wp
denotes the flux surface average, q is the

safety factor, and Za is the charge number of a species. The

ion transit frequency xti, and xnc,n, related to diamagnetic

frequencies, are defined in Ref. 25.

The analytic solutions of Ijn in 1=�; � �
ffiffiffi
�
p

and super-

banana plateau (SBP) regimes are defined as Ijn;1=�; Ijn;��
ffiffi
�
p ,

and Ijn;sbp, respectively in Refs. 8 and 25. The following

smoothly connected formula of Ijn in these regimes is con-

sidered when MARS-Q solves the NTV torque:

Ijn;CðêkÞ ¼

Ijn;��
ffiffi
�
p

1þ Ijn;��
ffiffi
�
p =Ijn;1=�

ðêk < xminÞ;

Ijn;sp

1þ Ijn;sp=Ijn;1=�
ðêk 	 xminÞ;

8>>><
>>>:

(22)

where xmin ¼ jxE=xB0j; xB0 is the magnetic drift of the

deeply trapped particles with êk ¼ 1.

It is known that the electron collisionality �e and the

bounce frequency of electrons are normally larger than

E� B drift frequency and �i. Therefore, the NTV torque is

usually dominated by the contribution of ions, particularly in

the bounce resonance case. However, when the collisionality

is low, the NTV torque due to the precession resonance of

trapped electrons can also be important.25 In order to sim-

plify the comparison and show a clear correlation among the

three approaches, the following discussion will only focus on

the ion contributed NTV torque.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Perturbed equilibrium

We consider a simple tokamak equilibrium with a circu-

lar cross-section which is stable to the ideal kink mode. The

toroidal field at the magnetic axis R0¼ 2 m is assumed to be

B0¼ 1.0 T. The aspect ratio is R=a¼ 10, where a is the minor

radius of plasma. The safety factor profile is shown in Figure

1, where q0¼ 1.1 and qa¼ 2.52. The ion and electron density

have ni¼ ne, the ion density ni0 and electron density ne0 at

plasma center vary from 1018 m�3 to 1021 m�3. The plasma

pressure profile P ¼ niTi þ neTe is fixed. Therefore, the ion

temperature Ti and electron temperature Te, with Ti¼Te, are

varied from 6.05 keV to 3� 10�2 keV correspondingly,

FIG. 1. The safety factor q (a), the

equilibrium pressure (b), ion density

(c), and ion temperature (d) profiles are

plotted as functions of w1=2
p , where wp

is the poloidal flux. The pressure is

normalized by B2
0=l0. The plasma den-

sity and the temperature profiles are

normalized to unity at the magnetic

axis.
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where only the thermal particles are considered. IPEC-PENT

and MARS-K/Q use this equilibrium to compute the per-

turbed equilibrium and to numerically verify the equivalence

between the NTV torque and the drift kinetic energy. For the

sake of simplicity, a uniform profile of E� B drift frequency

is considered in this work. Besides the benchmark among the

three codes, with this simplified equilibrium, it is also possi-

ble to qualitatively investigate the importance of the NTV

torque due to precession resonance and the bounce resonance

in different collisionality regimes.

In order to compute the NTV torque and the drift kinetic

energy, the equilibrium needs to be perturbed by the external

field. The same external magnetic perturbations are applied

in IPEC-PENT and MARS-K/Q to obtain the perturbed equi-

librium. A continuous coil is located close to plasma,

bc ¼ 1:10a. By assuming a coil current with a single helical

component (3,1), the coil can generate radial magnetic per-

turbations dominated by the (m,n)¼ (3,1) harmonic at the

plasma edge. Figure 2 shows the perturbed quantities (the

normal displacement and the normal magnetic perturbation)

computed by MARS-K/Q and IPEC-PENT, respectively.

Each poloidal harmonic of the perturbations in the plasma

has a very good agreement between IPEC-PENT and

MARS-K/Q. This ensures that the three codes are using the

same perturbed equilibrium while computing the NTV tor-

que. Since the generated external field is dominated by the

(3,1) harmonic having a strength of 1 gauss at the plasma

edge where qa< 3, the (3,1) perturbation inside the plasma

has the strongest response and penetrates into the plasma

without the screening effect. The toroidal coupling enhanced

by the finite equilibrium pressure leads to the finite value of

other harmonics, e.g., m¼ 1 and m¼ 2 perturbations.

B. Numerical results of NTV torque

1. NTV due to precession resonance of trapped ions

In this section, we first compare the NTV torque contrib-

uted solely by the precession motion of trapped ions, based

on the perturbed equilibrium described in Sec. III A. In order

to better understand the behavior of NTV torque in different

collisionality regimes, Figure 3 plots the profiles of magnetic

precession frequency xd and bounce frequency xb of trapped

ions which are averaged over the velocity space and the flux

surface. Since these profiles and the NTV torque vary along

with the poloidal flux wp, we choose the ion thermal fre-

quency at wp ¼ 0:5; xth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTi=mi

p
=R0, as the normaliza-

tion factor, where k is Boltzmann constant. All the

frequencies discussed in this work are normalized by xth.

The averaged ion magnetic precession frequency, hxdi, is

about 0:05xth. Since xd � 1=r, the magnetic precession fre-

quency increases near the plasma center. The averaged ion

bounce frequency, hxbi, is around 0:25xth. Due to the varia-

tion of collisionality and NTV torque along the radial direc-

tion, it is difficult to apply the local criterion8 to estimate the

collisionality regime in terms of the global NTV calculation.

Therefore, ��; xE; hxdi and hxbi are used to estimate the

collisionality regimes in this work, where the simplified

�� ¼ �iðwp¼0:5Þ
xth

is chosen as the scan parameter of ion colli-

sionality. In the figures, �* at wp ¼ 0:5 appears as ��ðwp ¼
0:5Þ for the convenience of reading.

In Figure 4, two cases, with xE ¼ 5xth 
 hxdi, and

xE ¼ 0:05xth � hxdi, are chosen to study the collisionality

dependence of torque contributed by the precession reso-

nance. In fact, the two cases with high and low xE corre-

spond to the non-resonant and resonant cases in Ref. 26,

respectively. The ion collisionality profile used in MARS-K

(solid), MARS-Q(o), and IPEC-PENT(þ) is varied by

changing the ion density profile ni. Meanwhile, the tempera-

ture Ti is changed consistently to keep the equilibrium pres-

sure P fixed. Generally, the NTV torque TMARS�K
/ computed

by MARS-K and TIPEC
/ by IPEC-PENT shows a very good

quantitative agreement. As for the torque TMARS�Q
/ computed

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of magnetic precession frequency (xd) and bounce

frequency (xb) of trapped ions averaged over the velocity space and over

the flux surface. The frequencies are normalized by the ion thermal fre-

quency xth at wp ¼ 0:5.

FIG. 2. Comparison of radial profiles

of the normal displacement (a) and the

normal magnetic perturbation (b) in

the presence of an external radial field

dominated by (m,n)¼ (3,1). The poloi-

dal harmonics of plasma response

computed by MARS-K/Q (solid lines)

and IPEC-PENT (dashed lines) get an

excellent quantitative agreement.

PEST coordinates are adopted.
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by MARS-Q, the tendency of TMARS�Q
/ also agrees with

TMARS�K
/ and TIPEC

/ qualitatively.

In Figure 4(a), with the Krook collisional operator,

MARS-K and IPEC-PENT can recover the � regime, when

�� < xE=xth and xE 
< xd >. In the � regime, the NTV

torque, which is proportional to the radial transport, is domi-

nated by particles that undergo detrapping and retrapping

processes. The torque scales with � in this regime. With the

same criterion, MARS-Q can further resolve the � �
ffiffiffi
�
p

,

because the connected NTV formula includes the physics of

collisional boundary layer by employing the pitch angle scat-

tering operator. Therefore, TMARS�Q
/ in the � �

ffiffiffi
�
p

regime

can be more accurate than the torque computed by the other

two codes in the � regime. When �� > xE=xth, the 1=� re-

gime is found by the three codes. In this regime, the torque

follows the 1=� scale due to the random walk step size of

transport determined by the mean time between collisions.

The plateau connecting the � and 1=� regimes is also found

by the three codes with �� � xE=xth. In Figure 4(b), in the

SBP regime where �� � xE=xth and xE �< xd >; xE can

resonate with the precession frequency of trapped ions and

cause the torque. It is noted that TMARS�K
/ and TIPEC

/ are

almost independent of the collisionality which is consistent

with the analytical result in Ref. 27. The slight variation of

torque is caused by the dependency of torque on ni and Ti.
8

The torque computed by MARS-Q has more significant vari-

ation since the contribution of NTV torque in the 1=� regime

does not vanish due to the smoothly connected NTV formula

in Eq. (22). Again, the 1=� regimes is found by the three

codes when �� > xE=xth. Particularly, in this regime,

MARS-Q computes a smaller torque than TMARS�K
/ and

TIPEC
/ . While further increasing ��i !1, the factor of 2

difference26 of the torque due to the difference between the

pitch angle scattering operator and Krook collisional opera-

tor can be recovered by MARS-Q and IPEC-PENT/MARS-

K. The detailed discussion of the collisionality regimes

(SBP, �, � �
ffiffiffi
�
p

, and 1=�) can be found in Ref. 8.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the torques computed

by MARS-K/Q and IPEC-PENT while scanning E� B rota-

tion frequency xE. MARS-K and IPEC-PENT again agree

well. The tendency of the torque computed by MARS-Q also

agrees with MARS-K and IPEC-PENT results. Figure 5(a)

with low collisionality �*¼ 0.01 shows that the torque T/

decreases monotonically while the value of xE increases. In

the high collisionality case, Figure 5(b) indicates that, when

xE � 0:1xth which is much smaller than �� ¼ 50, the varia-

tion of NTV torque T/ becomes less sensitive to the change

of xE. When xE is much larger than ��xth, similar to Figure

5(a), T/ monotonically decreases. These two types of behav-

ior at xE 
 ��xth;xd and ��xth 
 xE;xd can be under-

stood by the following simple analysis. In the rotation scan

of xE, the torque is approximately proportional to the reso-

nant operator ImðklÞ with x¼ 0. When xE 
 ��xth;xd , it

has T/ � �iê
�3=2=xE which is monotonically decreased

while increasing the value of xE. For the case ��xth


 xE;xd; T/ � x�N þ ðêk � 3=2Þx�T½ �̂e3=2
k =�i indicates the

torque is independent of E� B drift frequency.

Figure 6 compares the torque density profiles computed

by MARS-K, MARS-Q, and IPEC-PENT with xE ¼ 0:05xth

and �� ¼ 0:01. It shows that the torque profile computed by

MARS-K is very close to IPEC-PENT’s result. MARS-Q,

which takes into account the different collisionality model and

certain geometric simplifications, also presents a similar

torque density profile. The above benchmarking results

FIG. 5. NTV torque due to the mag-

netic precession motion of trapped ions

is plotted as the function of xE. The

comparison of torque among MARS-K

(solid), MARS-Q (“o”) and

IPEC-PENT (“þ”) is made with (a)

�*¼ 0.01 and (b) �*¼ 50.

FIG. 4. The comparison of the colli-

sionality (�*) dependence of NTV

torque contributed by the magnetic

precession resonance of trapped

ions with (a) xE ¼ 5xth and (b)

xE ¼ 0:05xth.
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present a good validation of all three codes for the NTV

computations contributed by the precession resonance of

trapped particles.

2. NTV due to bounce motion of trapped ions

Since both the combined NTV theory and the drift ki-

netic energy can further include the effect of bounce motion

of trapped particles (so called bounce resonance (l 6¼ 0) in

NTV calculation), these effects in IPEC-PENT and MARS-

K are compared in this section. Since the connected NTV

formula only includes the precession resonance presently,

MARS-Q will not be involved in this bounce resonance

study. To better understand the effect of bounce resonance,

the conventional regimes of collisionality in terms of preces-

sion resonance are still used in the following discussion.

Figure 7 compares the computed torque by IPEC-PENT and

MARS-K while varying the collisionality �i. It shows that

the NTV torque computed by the two codes agrees very well

while including both precession and bounce resonances (total

l case). Moreover, comparing with the precession resonance,

it is noted that the bounce resonance can enhance the torque

in the � regime and also slightly increase the torque in the

SBP regime. But the torque in the 1=� regime is dominated

by the precession resonance.

The rotation scan of torque with low collisionality

�*¼ 0.01 in Figure 8 clearly shows that the bounce

resonance starts to play a major role when the xE rotation is

comparable with the averaged ion bounce frequency

<xb >� 0:25xth, where E�B drift frequency and the

bounce frequency of trapped ions can resonate. When

xE 
< xb >, the contribution due to bounce resonance

becomes smaller. The torque is mainly contributed by the

precession resonance, when E� B drift frequency is far

from the bounce frequency.

In the presence of precession and bounce resonances,

Figure 9 also shows a quantitative agreement of torque pro-

files computed by IPEC-NTV and MARS-K. The different

numerical treatment in the two codes causes the slight dis-

crepancy of torque profile near plasma edge but does not

affect the agreement between TMARS�K
/ and TIPEC

/ . In this

case with xE ¼ 0:5xth and �� ¼ 0:01, the bounce resonance

has a significant contribution to NTV toque. The torque pro-

file shows that the contribution of bounce resonance is domi-

nant everywhere along the radial direction.

Finally, to clarify in which regime the precession reso-

nance and the bounce resonance can be important, we per-

form 2D scans of the NTV torque in terms of xE=xth and

�*. Figure 10(a) presents the distribution of torque only

including precession resonance. A large torque due to pre-

cession resonance mainly occurs in the SBP regime, the �

FIG. 7. The collisionality dependence

of NTV torque with (a) xE ¼ 5xth and

(b) xE ¼ 0:05xth. MARS-K (solid and

“o”) and IPEC-PENT (dash and “þ”)

computes two cases, respectively: (1)

total l case, both precession resonance

(l¼ 0) and bounce resonance (l 6¼ 0)

are included; (2) l¼ 0 case, only the

precession resonance is considered.

FIG. 8. NTV torque is plotted as the function of xE with �� ¼ 0:01.

MARS-K (solid and “o”) and IPEC-PENT (dash and “þ”) computes two

cases, respectively: (1) total l case, both precession resonance (l¼ 0) and

bounce resonance (l 6¼ 0) are included; (2) l¼ 0 case, only the precession

resonance is considered.

FIG. 6. The torque density profiles computed by MARS-K (solid), MARS-Q

(dash), and IPEC-PENT (dot) are compared, where xE ¼ 0:05xth and

�*¼ 0.01. Only the precession resonance of trapped ions is considered.
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regime with low xE=xth and 1=� regime with low �*. Figure

10(a) shows that the precession resonance contributes a large

plateau between � and 1=� regimes.

Figure 10(b), only considering the bounce resonance,

shows that the bounce resonance can induce a strong torque

in similar regimes as the precession resonance except the

plateau regime. Particularly, in the � regime where xE can

be comparable with <xb>, the bounce resonance presents a

wider xE range having a significant contribution to torque

than the precession resonance. In the 1=� and plateau re-

gime, the bounce resonance induced torque decreases more

quickly than the torque contributed by the precession reso-

nance, since the bounce motion of trapped particles can be

strongly affected by the collisionality. It is known that, in the

regime where the resonance effect is dominant, the details of

the collisional operator are not important to NTV torque.

Therefore, the Krook collisional operator used by

IPEC-PENT and MARS-K can be appropriate in the bounce

resonance. However, in the other regimes where collisional-

ity does become important, it requires the further investiga-

tion of the NTV torque with Krook model, such as careful

comparison of results with the NTV theory developed in

Eulerian approach which has the capability to include the

complex Coulomb collisional operator.28

Figure 11 further shows the relation between the preces-

sion resonance and the bounce resonance of trapped ions

clearly. The ratio Ttotal l
NTV =Tl¼0

NTV has the maximum value in the

� region with relatively small xE, where Ttotal l
NTV includes both

precession and bounce resonances, and Tl¼0
NTV denotes the tor-

que due to the precession resonance. The maximum value of

Ttotal l
NTV can be about 40 times larger than Tl¼0

NTV in the perturbed

equilibrium considered here. It indicates that the bounce res-

onance can significantly enhance the NTV torque in the � re-

gime when xE enters the range of ion bounce frequencies

with low collisionality. Similar results are also observed in

particle simulations29 and in KSTAR experiments.1 DIII-D

experiments also indicate the importance of the bounce reso-

nance in the context of drift kinetic stabilization of resistive

wall mode.30 Because of the equivalence between the NTV

torque and the drift kinetic energy, Reimerdes’s finding also

implies that the bounce resonance enhanced NTV torque can

be important in DIII-D plasmas. Furthermore, as for the

ITER rotation, the prediction varies in a wide range31–33

depending on different assumptions. Since Figure 11 indi-

cates that, with a wide range of xE, the torque, contributed

by the bounce resonance, can be comparable to that by the

precession resonance in the low collisionality (SBP and �)

regimes, potentially, the bounce resonance contribution to

the torque may not be ignorable in ITER as well.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown the equivalence between the

drift kinetic energy equation (15) used in MARS-K and the tor-

que expression (8) in the combined NTV theory. This agrees

FIG. 10. The xE=xth and �* depend-

ence of NTV torque with (a) only pre-

cession resonance Tl¼0
NTV and (b) the

bounce resonance Tl6¼0
NTV . MARS-K is

used to perform the computation.

IPEC-PENT agrees with these results.

FIG. 9. The torque density profiles computed by MARS-K (solid and dash)

and IPEC-PENT (dot and dot-dash) are compared for the total l case and

l¼ 0 case denoted in Figure 7, where xE ¼ 0:5xth and �� ¼ 0:01.

FIG. 11. The ratio of torque Ttotal l
NTV =Tl¼0

NTV is plotted as the function of xE=xth

and �*. MARS-K is used to perform the computation. IPEC-PENT agrees

with these results.
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with T/ ¼ 2indWk as in Ref. 11. A successful numerical

benchmarking among three different approaches of NTV

theory has been carried out by applying IPEC-PENT, MARS-

K, and MARS-Q to the identical equilibrium. In the case of

considering the precession resonance (l¼ 0) alone, IPEC-

PENT (combined NTV) and MARS-K (equivalence between

NTV torque and drift kinetic energy) show an excellent agree-

ment as expected from our analytical derivations. The NTV

torque computed by MARS-Q (connected NTV formula) also

qualitatively agrees with the results of IPEC-PENT and

MARS-K in different collisionality regimes. The difference is

mainly due to the geometric simplification and the more com-

plicated collisionality model used in MARS-Q. However, it is

important that the tendency of torque computed by the three

codes agrees well when we scan the collisionality �* and the

E� B drift frequency xE. The NTV torque further including

the bounce resonance (l 6¼ 0) is also compared between

IPEC-PENT and MARS-K. Again, IPEC-PENT and MARS-K

show a very good agreement. Comparing with the precession

resonance case, the rotation xE and collisionality �* scan indi-

cates that the bounce resonance can significantly enhance the

NTV torque in the low collisionality regime (�� regime)

when xE reaches the bounce resonance condition. The focus

of the present work is on the verification of various NTV theo-

ries. For this purpose, we have made simplifications to our

plasma model. A simple equilibrium and a uniform E�B flow

have been assumed. The quantitative physics results are of sec-

ondary concern in terms of the importance in this work.

However, these results are still qualitatively correct, but would

require consideration of more realistic plasma models (the spe-

cific experimental equilibrium and profiles), in order to be

used for quantitative comparison with experiments. As a result

of the successful benchmarking, we claim that the computa-

tional tools (e.g., IPEC-PENT, MARS-K/Q) are ready to per-

form quantitative predictions for real devices, although such

quantitative and systematic computations remain to be carried

out in the future.

We point out that each of the three NTV approaches/codes

considered in this work has its own advantages and disadvan-

tages when used for the NTV computations. In particular,

IPEC-PENT and MARS-K employ full toroidal geometry and

can include both precession and bounce resonances for trapped

particles. But so far only the simple Krook collisional operator

has been implemented in both codes. On the other hand, the

semi-analytic theory that smoothly connects various NTV

regimes (as implemented in MARS-Q) includes the pitch angle

scattering operator which is probably more capable of describ-

ing the particle collisions, in particular, towards the lower

collisionality regime (e.g., in the � �
ffiffiffi
�
p

regime). The semi-

analytic theory has to make certain geometric simplifications.

Also the present theory does not treat the particle bounce reso-

nance. In the future, it is desirable to further advance the

IPEC-PENT/MARS-K models, to include the pitch angle scat-

tering collision. We also remark that it appears the latter may

not always be important for the NTV computations. One recent

example is shown in Ref. 1, where the IPEC-PENT results,

with only the Krook collision but including the bounce

resonances, match well with the measured NTV torque, both

amplitude and profile, in KSTAR experiments.

IPEC-PENT and MARS-K both can include the kinetic

effect due to passing particles, which may be important when

the plasma rotation reaches above the ion acoustic speed. If

the NTV torque calculation could be treated appropriately for

passing particles, IPEC-PENT and MARS-K would be applied

to investigate this effect. In a future study, the possibility of

including the passing particle induced NTV torque will be

investigated. NTV calculation is usually based on the per-

turbed equilibrium calculated by the fluid MHD equation (the

perturbative approach). MARS-K can also include kinetic

pressures pk and p? into MHD equations self-consistently to

study the MHD instability.16,20 Since we have demonstrated

that MARS-K has the capability to perform both perturbed

equilibrium and NTV torque computations, it is possible to

use MAR-K to solve the perturbed equilibrium and NTV tor-

que in a non-perturbative approach. This capability can help

us to understand the interaction between the NTV torque and

the plasma response particularly when b is high.34,35 This sub-

ject will be studied in the future work. Moreover, the NTV tor-

que can also be derived in the Eulerian approach. The

approach formulates the torque by considering both trapped

and passing particles. Particularly, the Eulerian approach also

use the Krook collisional operator for the bounce resonance

and the transit resonance since the torque is not sensitive to the

details of the collisional operator when these resonances are

dominant effects.28 Therefore, it will be necessary to compare

this approach with IPEC-PENT and MARS-K/Q, in particular,

when the connected NTV formula is developed to include the

bounce resonance and transit resonance. It is important to

carry out the comprehensive comparison of the NTV theory

and the more complete cross-benchmarking to understand the

relation among different approaches in the future, where the

particle simulation approach should also be involved.
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